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Under consideration as a WG item.

"Changes to the XML Schema registry for schema names beginning with "urn:ietf:params:xml:schema:iodef" are subject to an additional IODEF Expert Review [RFC5226]. The IODEF expert(s) for these reviews will be designated by the IETF Security Area Directors."

Minus boilerplate, *that’s the whole document.*

Intended to require review of IODEF extensions for compliance with 5070 and other MILE WG work.

Already (informally) cleared with IANA.
Proposal: add to mile-template

- Add -iodef-xmlreg to -mile-template IANA Considerations section
  - Per a mailing list suggestion by David Black.

- Issue: document intended status
  - -mile-template is currently Informational
  - changes to IANA registries require a Standards Action...
  - ...but the registry itself is defined by a BCP (81 / RFC 3688)